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Left–Right Patterning:
Breaking Symmetry to
Asymmetric Morphogenesis
Daniel T. Grimes1,* and Rebecca D. Burdine1,*

Vertebrates exhibit striking left–right (L–R) asymmetries in the structure and
position of the internal organs. Symmetry is broken by motile cilia-generated
asymmetric fluid flow, resulting in a signaling cascade – the Nodal–Pitx2
pathway – being robustly established within mesodermal tissue on the left side
only. This pathway impinges upon various organ primordia to instruct their
side-specific development. Recently, progress has been made in understand-
ing both the breaking of embryonic L–R symmetry and how the Nodal–Pitx2
pathway controls lateralized cell differentiation, migration, and other aspects of
cell behavior, as well as tissue-level mechanisms, that drive asymmetries in
organ formation. Proper execution of asymmetric organogenesis is critical to
health, making furthering our understanding of L–R development an important
concern.

Left–Right Asymmetry in Vertebrates: Development and Disease
Asymmetries between left and right are abundant in nature. [286_TD$DIFF]Notable examples include fiddler
crabs, with one large and one small claw, and flounders that lie permanently on one side. The
narwhal’s tusk is a modified upper [287_TD$DIFF]left incisor. In most vertebrates, however, left–right (L–R)
asymmetries are hidden beneath the skin; the organs and vasculature are conspicuously L–R
asymmetric in their position and pattern. The heart, for example, loops asymmetrically during
development and ultimately acquires a leftward position in the chest cavity. The right and left
lungs are composed of distinct numbers of lobes. The stomach and pancreas sit to the left and
the liver to the right in the abdomen. The gut coils asymmetrically, while the brain exhibits
morphological and functional asymmetries. The consequences of aberrations to proper L–R
patterning can be severe. Heterotaxy (see Glossary) is a heritable disorder present in
approximately 1 in 10 000 births and is characterized by randomization of body [288_TD$DIFF]situs (situs
ambiguous) [1]. Notably, the incidence of congenital heart disease (CHD) is significantly
increased in heterotaxy patients; transposition of the great arteries and ventricular septal
defects are particularly prevalent [2]. Extracardiac malformations including multiple spleens
(polysplenia), a midline liver, and extrahepatic biliary atresia may also present in heterotaxy
patients [1]. In addition to being a complex genetic condition, model organism studies suggest
that abnormalities of L–R patterning can also be induced by environmental factors [3]. Another
disorder, primary ciliary dyskinesia, caused by defects in motile cilia, similarly results in L–R
defects including [289_TD$DIFF]situs ambiguous or the complete reversal of organ arrangement (situs
inversus).

Early in development, an L–R asymmetric pathway (the ‘Nodal–Pitx2 pathway’) is established
in lateral mesoderm tissue [4]. This pathway is active on the left side only, but how it informs the
subsequent asymmetric morphogenesis of organs is only beginning to be understood. In this
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review, we start with a brief discussion of the breaking of symmetry and the establishment of the
Nodal–Pitx2 pathway. We then focus on how asymmetries in organ morphogenesis are
instructed by the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway and downstream factors and processes. We shall
see that although some distinct molecular-, cellular-, and tissue-level mechanisms are
employed in different organs in response to Nodal signaling, common themes are also starting
to emerge.

The Origin of Asymmetry and the Conserved Nodal–Pitx2 Pathway
In vertebrates, L–R asymmetry originates in transient midline structures known as left–right
organizers (LROs) that appear at the posterior end of the notochord during early somite
stages. Shortly after LROs form, asymmetries in gene expression emerge in peripherally
located cells around LROs (Figure 1A). Although LROs are structurally diverse [5], the logic
of how L–R symmetry is broken within them appears to be conserved across many vertebrates
[6]. Cilia, microtubule-based organelles that protrude from the apical surface of cells, are found
within LROs, one cilium per cell [7]. These cilia rotate and, as a result, generate [290_TD$DIFF]a fluid flowwithin
the cavity of the LRO [291_TD$DIFF]which is L–R asymmetric (Figure 1A and Box 1). Asymmetric flows then
drive asymmetries in gene expression around LROs; critically, the Nodal pathway repressor
Dand5 is downregulated on the left side of LROs, resulting in an R > L Dand5 asymmetry that
promotes activation of left-sided Nodal signaling (Figure 1A) [8–13]. How flow is sensed by flow-
receiving cells is an intriguing question and is briefly discussed in Box 2.

Asymmetries that originate in and around LROs are then transferred to the lateral plate
mesoderm (LPM; Box 3), where expression of the gene encoding the signaling molecule
NODAL, a transforming growth factor-b superfamily ligand, is activated in the posterior left LPM
(Figure 1A–C). Once initiated, Nodal activity spreads throughout the entire left LPM by an
autoactivation mechanism (Figure 1A), yet remains absent from the right side owing to
antagonism primarily from LEFTY proteins [4]. Nodal signaling in the left LPM activates
expression of the homeodomain transcription factor-encoding gene Pitx2 (Figure 1A,D). Pitx2
expression in the left LPM remains for many hours after Nodal signaling has ceased and was
originally hypothesized to be the driving force for asymmetric organ morphogenesis down-
stream of NODAL. Indeed, the requirement for Pitx2 in L–R asymmetry is clear from loss-of-
function studies in mouse embryos including mutant embryos in which the critical asymmetric
enhancer was deleted resulting in loss of LPM Pitx2 expression. These mutants exhibit [292_TD$DIFF]L–R
defects in most organs including in the patterning of the heart vessels and lobation of the lungs
[14]. However, some morphological asymmetries are not affected by Pitx2 loss including heart
looping, axial rotation, and stomach sidedness, suggesting that PITX2-independent signals
downstream of Nodal are important for some aspects of asymmetric morphogenesis. Such
signals may be even more relevant in zebrafish, since loss of pitx2 in this model does not affect
organ asymmetry [15].

To sum, the asymmetric expression ofNodal andPitx2 is highly conserved in all vertebrates so far
studied, as well as in many invertebrates [16]; the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway encompasses a large
asymmetric domain within the embryo and influences the asymmetric development of several
organs (Figure 1B–D). Indeed, structures that retain symmetry, like the somites and developing
limbs, must be actively protected from the effects of this asymmetric pathway [17,18].

Asymmetric Morphogenesis of the Organs
A remaining major challenge is to discover [293_TD$DIFF]how the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway and potentially other
lateralized signals drive asymmetric organ morphogenesis. This will require a range of
approaches and methodologies across different organisms. Such investigations are starting
to give us answers in the case of the gut, heart, and brain.

Glossary
Cilia: cell surface projections built
around a microtubule cytoskeleton
that can be motile, generating fluid
flows, and/or sensory, responding to
multiple external inputs.
Heterotaxy: a complex genetic
syndrome occurring in approximately
1 in 10 000 people worldwide in
which the organs are improperly
lateralized and exhibit lack of
concordance.
Lateral plate mesoderm:
mesodermal tissue at the periphery
of the embryo. The Nodal–Pitx2
pathway is activated exclusively in
the left lateral plate mesoderm, but
remains switched off on the right
side.
Left–right organizers: transient
midline structures in which motile
cilia generate asymmetric fluid flow
that breaks embryonic L–R
symmetry.
Nodal–Pitx2 pathway: refers to the
highly conserved asymmetric
expression of Nodal, which then
induces Pitx2, in left LPM tissue.
Primary ciliary dyskinesia: a rare
(1 in 15 000 to 1 in 30 000)
autosomal recessive disorder caused
by defects in cilia motility
characterized by chronic respiratory
tract infections, infertility, and
abnormal organ asymmetry.
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The Gut and Its Derivatives
It has been convincingly argued that the need for asymmetries within the gastrointestinal
system drove the evolutionary adoption of handed asymmetry in internal organs [19,20].
Although gut asymmetries have long fascinated embryologists, only recently have great strides
been made in our understanding of the cellular, molecular, and mechanical basis of gut L–R
patterning.
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Figure 1. The Origin of Left–Right Asymmetry in Vertebrates. (A) Embryonic L–R symmetry is broken during somite
stages when an asymmetric fluid flow is generated by motile cilia within midline LROs, transient structures at the posterior
end of the notochord (1). This asymmetric flow is sensed at the periphery of LROs, resulting in repression of Dand5, and
thereby the activation of Nodal, on the left side (2). Asymmetric signals, possibly Nodal itself, are then propagated to LPM
tissue (3) where Nodal signals are established in the left but not in the right LPM; there they activate further Nodal
expression and expression of the transcription factor Pitx2, requiring FoxH1 (4). This asymmetric Nodal–Pitx2 pathway is
critical for downstream asymmetric organ morphogenesis and is conserved across species. (B–D) Whole mount in situ
hybridization in different organisms using probes for Nodal (B–C) or Pitx2 (D). Black arrow denotes LPM expression, while
white arrowhead denotes LRO expression. A, anterior; GRP, gastrocoel roof plate; KV, Kupffer’s vesicle; L, left; LPM,
lateral plate mesoderm; LRO, left–right [277_TD$DIFF]organizer; P, posterior; R, right; X. laevis, Xenopus laevis.
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The early gut, divided into foregut, midgut, and hindgut, is a rodlike tube of endodermal cells.
Asymmetries first emerge when portions of the gut are displaced from the midline during a
process known as gut looping. In zebrafish, the first looping event occurs at a particular position
along the anterior–posterior extent when the region that will give rise to the liver and intestinal
bulb moves to the left of the midline. Imaging the emergence of gut asymmetries revealed that
epithelial cells of the LPM, which flanks the endoderm, exhibit [294_TD$DIFF]morphological and migratory
asymmetries that impinge upon the endoderm by pushing it to the left (Figure 2A, Key Figure)
[21]. This asymmetric cell behavior results from extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling that
ultimately occurs downstream of the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway [22]. Specifically, Laminin is
depleted by the activity of matrix metalloproteinases along the route of the migrating LPM
cells. Upstream,matrix metalloproteinase activity itself is regulated by the basic helix–loop–helix
transcription factor HAND2, such that hand2 mutants fail to undergo looping morphogenesis
[22]. Interestingly, both Laminin and HAND2 play a dual role in L–R patterning, being required
for earlier steps in setting up the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway in addition to LPMmigrations during gut
looping [22,23]. This demonstrates that regulators of asymmetry can have multiple roles at
different stages of L–R patterning, something that can complicate analysis of some mutants
and should thus be kept in mind.

Gut asymmetries have also been studied in the context of the midgut in chicken and mouse
embryos. The midgut, precursor of the small intestine, grows at a much faster rate than the

Box 1. The Generation of Asymmetric Flow
[281_TD$DIFF]Motile cilia are cellular protrusions that beat or rotate to move extracellular fluid [57] in a variety of contexts including in
mammalian airways, Xenopus larval skin, and in the kidney and spinal canal of zebrafish [57–60]. A range of vertebrates
also exhibit motile cilia within LROs where they generate L–R asymmetric fluid flows that drive asymmetries in signaling
molecule activities around the periphery of LROs [58,61–63]. In mouse and Xenopus, LRO cilia are polarized such that
they are positioned to the posterior side of LRO cells, a process which depends on core planar cell polarity components
[64] and, at least in mouse embryos, a gradient of WNT5 activity across the node in the anterior–posterior dimension
[65]. This positioning imparts a posterior tilt to the cilia which, owing to the clockwise rotation of cilia when viewed
ventrally, results in an ineffective rightward stroke near the cell surface and an effective leftward stroke that drives fluid
flow across the node toward the left side (Figure I).

The LRO of zebrafish, Danio rerio, embryos is somewhat different. Rather than being a relatively flat ciliated surface like
the mouse node, Kupffer’s vesicle (KV) is an internal fluid-filled sphere with ciliated cells on all surfaces. This architecture
results in circular counterclockwise flow of fluid within the lumen of KV. Cells at the anterior tip of KV are more columnar
resulting in a higher density of cilia and thereby faster fluid flow in this region, an arrangement that results in L–R
asymmetry in the strength of flow, with flow being fastest in the anterior left segment of the spherical KV (Figure I) [66,67].

Thus, while species-specific differences in LRO architecture exist, the overall logic of cilia-driven asymmetric flow is
conserved in many vertebrates. However, a motile ciliated LRO is absent in chicken and pig embryos [19]; we still do not
understand the origin of asymmetry in these organisms.
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[280_TD$DIFF]Figure I. Motile Cilia-Generated Asymmetric Flow in the Mouse Node and Zebrafish KV
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trunk and therefore, as it exceeds the length of the body, it is forced to undergo looping. The
stereotypical patterns of looping are conserved within mammalian species and are dependent
on the physical forces that arise between the gut tube and the associated [295_TD$DIFF]dorsal mesentery
(DM) [24], a ‘neck’ of mesoderm tissue that connects the gut tube to the body wall (Figure 2B).
The initial chirality of these looping events depends, at least in amniotes, on asymmetries in
cellular architecture within the DM itself [25]. The DM consists of four distinct cellular compart-
ments (Figure 2B): a right epithelium and mesenchyme and a left epithelium and mesenchyme.
Initially, the left and right epithelial layers are columnar, while the internal mesenchyme is
densely packed. Pitx2 is expressed in the left-sided cells of the DM (both epithelial and
mesenchymal), since these are derivatives of the left LPM. In a mechanism that is dependent
on PITX2, the right-sided epithelium becomes cuboidal while the mesenchyme decondenses,
but the left side does not undergo these changes [25,26]. The result is the tilting of the primitive
gut tube to the left side (Figure 2B), thereby breaking the L–R symmetry and biasing gut
rotation. Further experiments have provided insight into the signaling mechanisms that operate
downstream of asymmetric PITX2 to drive these critical asymmetries in cellular architecture,
including asymmetric alterations to cell adhesion, ECM properties, and Wnt signaling [25–27].

The initial leftward tilting of the gut – the direction of which is governed by the Nodal–Pitx2
pathway – may coordinate with forces imparted on the tube from the differential growth of the
gut (fast elongation) and DM (slow elongation) to drive stereotypical looping patterns. Experi-
mental separation of the gut tube from the DM causes the tube to straighten, showing that
when attached to the DM the gut tube is placed under compressive forces from the DM
(Figure 2B) [24]. Thus, it could be that gut coiling is induced by compressive forces and that the
sidedness of these coiling events is ultimately determined by gut tilting that occurs as a result of
Nodal–Pitx2 pathway-induced L–R asymmetric cellular changes within the DM. The differential
growth of the DM and the gut is in part controlled by a BMP2 signal, present in the DM and
dorsal part of the gut tube, that represses DM elongation; experimental increase of this signal
results in a larger disparity between the growth of the gut and the DM causing an increased
number of intestinal loops [28]. Chick and zebra finch show different strengths of BMP2 and

Box 2. The Sensation of Asymmetric Flow
[282_TD$DIFF]How asymmetric flow within LROs is sensed by the embryo to elicit changes in gene expression is not well understood.
A small number of factors that act on a flow sensory pathway, by virtue of the fact that they have no role in flow
generation but are required for asymmetries in Dand5 to manifest, have been discovered. These include [283_TD$DIFF]Polycystin 1-
like 1 (PKD1L1), a multipass transmembrane protein with a large extracellular N terminus, and the transient receptor
potential nonselective cation channel PKD2 [68–72]. PKD1L1 and PKD2 physically interact, colocalize to LRO cilia, and
both are required for proper Dand5 asymmetry as well as the establishment of the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway [68–72].
Moreover, the expression of Pkd1l1 is relatively restricted to LROs [68,69]; while Pkd2 is expressed more broadly, it is
required only in sensory cells surrounding the mouse node, which harbor immotile sensory cilia, for proper L–R
patterning [13]. Finally, genetic experiments in mouse embryos revealed a pathway in which Pkd1l1 acts upstream of
and genetically represses Pkd2 [32]. Thus, while the requirement for PKD1L1 and PKD2 is clear from genetic studies,
further work is required to address how they act on the pathway between flow and gene expression asymmetries. One
model argues that PKD2 responds to flow-based signals by eliciting an intraciliary Ca2+ signal, whichmay then spread to
the cell body to activate downstream pathways [73]. In cell culture, PKD1L1, likely in combination with PKD2, can also
act as part of a flow-responsive pathway that results in a Ca2+ signal [32]. However, in the embryo there remains no
obvious connection between Ca2+ asymmetries and asymmetric gene expression, while the idea that sensory cilia act
as sensors of flow by initiating ciliary Ca2+ signals has recently come under scrutiny [74]. Thus, though Ca2+

asymmetries are likely germane to the flow response, exactly how and when they act on the pathway that leads to
gene expression asymmetries still need elucidating.

More broadly, it is also not understood what facet of asymmetric flow is sensed by cells. Different models have been
proposed to explain this: (i) a mechanosensation model in which the force of flow itself is sensed [75,76]; or (ii) a
chemosensation model in which a chemical determinant, or vesicle carrying determinants, is asymmetrically distributed
by flow [77]. Various experimental and modeling approaches have been used to assess these possibilities [61,78–80],
but controversy remains about whether LRO cells sense the flow forces, a chemical determinant, or a combination of
both.
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distinct looping patterns, suggesting that evolutionary alterations in the strength of this bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) signal might explain distinct intestinal looping patterns across
species [28].

A comparable but distinct role to that played by the DM in intestinal looping is played by the
splanchnicmesodermal plate (SMP), a transient structure that is also derived from theLPM, in the
splenopancreatic region of the developing gut. Between E9.5 and E10.5 (E, embryonic day) in
mouse, the left side of the SMP proliferates more than the right side, resulting in an asymmetric
outgrowth of the SMP [29]. Moreover, left-sided epithelial cells maintain a columnar appearance,
while the equivalent cells on the right attain mesenchymal characteristics. This depends on the
Nodal–Pitx2 cascade and, in particular, the downstream asymmetrically expressed Nkx3-2/
Bapx1 transcription factor-encoding gene. One model suggests that Nkx3-2 induces Fgf10,
which signals to the dorsal pancreatic bud initiating its migration toward the fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) signal on the left side where the SMP outgrowth has arisen [20].

The examples in the previous sectionmake clear the active and critical role of LPM tissue and its
derivatives in gut asymmetry at different anterior–posterior levels along the gut tube. By
contrast, some asymmetries at the level of the stomach appear to rely more on endoderm-
intrinsic mechanisms. For instance, stomach curvature in mouse and Xenopus relies on
asymmetries of tissue architecture and epithelial polarity of cells of the stomach itself, where
Pitx2 is expressed in the left stomach wall only [30].

Box 3. Transfer of Asymmetric Signals from LRO to LPM
Asymmetric signaling events occurring in and around LROs must be transferred to the LPM where the Nodal–Pitx2
pathway is activated on the left but not on the right side. Various studies have suggested how this might occur. First, L>
R Ca2+[284_TD$DIFF] signals spread laterally beyond the node in mouse embryos and may reach as far as the LPM (Figure I) [75]. This
Ca2+, or other signals, might travel intracellularly through endodermal cells, which are connected by gap junctions [81–
83]. Second, active NODAL ligand itself, which is produced in greater amounts at the left side of LROs, might directly
travel to the LPM and activate its own expression [84]. Indeed, LRO-Nodal is required for LPM-Nodal expression in
mouse [85], though this is thought not be the case in zebrafish since mutants lacking either LRO-spaw expression or
spaw mutants themselves still express spaw in the LPM (note, Spaw is a zebrafish homolog of Nodal) [41,86].
Regardless, sulfated glycosaminoglycans (sGAGs) are also required for LRO-to-LPM signal transfer [84,87]. In mouse
embryos, the sGAGs are located in a basement membrane between the endoderm and the mesoderm [84]. These and
other data led to an intriguing hypothesis being proposed: Ca2+[285_TD$DIFF] spreading through gap junctions in endodermal cells
(potentially via purinergic wave propagation) results in increased secretion of sGAGs, which then aids in the transfer of
NODAL protein [81,88]. Thus, the puzzle of how asymmetric signals that originate at LROs are transferred to the LPM is
beginning to be unraveled.
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Key Figure

L–R Asymmetric Organogenesis of the Gut, Heart, and Brain
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(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)

(A) Upper panels: the endoderm (green) acquires an asymmetric morphology between 24 and 30 hpf. By 30 hpf,
the liver (L) and pancreatic (P) buds have emerged and the intestine has looped asymmetrically. Lower panels: at 24 hpf,
the gut endoderm exists as a central rod surrounded by LPM. The LPM (orange) migrates medially toward the endodermal
rod, with the left LPMmigrating dorsally and the right LPM ventrolaterally. By 30 hpf, the gut has shifted to the left as a result
of these LPMmigrations. (B) In amniotes, the gut tube is connected to the body wall by the DM. Cell shape, adhesion, and
ECM changes downstream of the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway, with the right mesenchyme decondensing and the epithelium
attaining a cuboidal architecture, result in the tilting of the gut tube toward the left, a critical first asymmetry in the gut
looping process. Boxed panel: differential elongation of the DM and the gut tube cause compressive forces to be imparted
on the gut (purple arrows), resulting in a buckling event that drives looping. (C) Schematic of mouse lungs showing four
right-sided lobes and a single left-sided lung lobe. Bilateral Nodal–Pitx2 pathway activity in mutants generally leads to left
lung isomerism, whereas right isomerism occurs in mutants that fail to activate Nodal–Pitx2. Examples of mutants
displaying these phenotypes are given. (D) Heart jogging in zebrafish occurs when a symmetrical cardiac cone, composed
of atrial (light red) and ventricular (dark red) cells, a volcano-shaped structure (see side view in dotted box), becomes
asymmetric to form the cardiac tube by 24 hpf. Spaw signals from the left LPM, which activates target genes in the left-
sided cells of the cone only. Subsequently, the left cells migrate left and anterior at a faster rate than cells on the right. This
results in the clockwise rotation and, owing to involution and extension of the cone, forms a linear tube that points to the left
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The lungs of mammals, derived from the foregut, are incredibly complex treelike branched
networks often containing millions of airways. They also exhibit striking L–R asymmetry: the
mouse lung consists of four right-sided lobes and a single large left lobe (Figure 2C). In humans,
this ratio is three right and two left lobes. The lung develops by a branching program that is
remarkably stereotyped [31] and, moreover, the asymmetric aspect of lung branching is under
the overall control of the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway insomuch as lungs develop in the complete L–R
reverse configuration in some mouse mutants that randomly activate LPM Nodal [31]. Further-
more, loss of Pitx2 causes lung right isomerism, where four lobes are present on both the left
and right sides [14], whereas mutations that result in bilateral activity of the Nodal–Pitx2
pathway generally cause left isomerism (Figure 2C), showing that presence or absence of
Nodal–Pitx2 is instructive in defining lungs as ‘left’ or ‘right’, respectively. More complex
lobation patterns (e.g., 3:2 or 1:3 lobe ratios, among others) are present in mutants that
bilaterally activate the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway but where the strength of the signal is not equal on
both sides [32]. However, the basis of asymmetric branching remains largely unexplored.

The Heart and Vessels
The heart is a strikingly asymmetrical organ, in terms of its intricate patterning, connections to
the vasculature, and its overall positioning in the chest cavity. Defects in the proper L–R
patterning of the heart invariably result in CHD [33]; indeed, CHD is commonly associated with
heterotaxy and primary ciliary dyskinesia.

The process of symmetry breaking in the heart occurs in multiple stages [34]. The earliest of
these in zebrafish is cardiac jogging, in which midline cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs) move to
the left side of the embryo as they extend into a funnel-shaped structure called the cardiac tube[296_TD$DIFF].
By 22 h post fertilization (hpf), the zebrafish heart consists of a midline positioned cone of
myocardial cells with underlying endocardial cells [35]. Shortly thereafter, the cells on the left
side of the cone migrate anteriorly more quickly than cells on the right side, resulting in a
clockwise rotation and left-lateral movement of the cone, which then involutes and extends to
produce a leftward pointing cardiac tube by 24–26 hpf [36–38] (Figure 2D).

How is this asymmetry regulated by the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway? At the symmetric cardiac cone
stage, CPCs on the left side receive a Nodal signal from the anterior left LPM (Figure 2D) [36,37].
This signal drives the fast migration of left-sided cells at around 0.5 mm/min compared with
0.3 mm/min for right-sided cells [39]. Embryos that lack the zebrafish NODAL homolog
Southpaw/Spaw exhibit bilaterally slow CPC migration, whereas embryos expressing spaw
in both the left and right LPM exhibit bilaterally fast CPC migration [39]. The mechanism by
which Nodal signaling to the left side of the cone increases CPC migration rates is not well
understood, although some targets of Spaw in this cell type have been identified [37,40]. One is
hyaluronan synthase 2 (Has2), an ECM-modifying enzyme that is expressed in left-sided CPCs
at a higher level than right-sided cells and might function to dampen BMP activity [40]. Another
is a subunit of the nonmuscle myosin II (namely, myh9a/myh9l2), expression of which is
repressed by Nodal activity; accordingly, myosin light chain II was found to be more active
in right-sided CPCs at the cone stage and left side-specific misexpression of a constitutively

side. (E) Schematic of the epithalamic region of the zebrafish brain showing the left and right Hb, the PpO, and the ep. The
PpO migrates left toward the left Hb down a fibroblast growth factor (FGF) gradient that increases from the midline to the
lateral sides. Nodal, active on the left side only, promotes left-sided migration of the PpO. A, anterior; D, dorsal; DM, dorsal
mesentery; ECM, extracellular matrix; ep, epiphysis; Hb, habenulae; hpf, hours post [279_TD$DIFF]fertilization; IL, inferior lobe; L, left; LL,
left lobe; LPM, lateral plate mesoderm; ML, middle lobe; P, posterior; PCL, postcaval lobe; PpO, parapineal organ; R, right;
SL, superior lobe; V, ventral
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active myosin light-chain kinase resulted in reversal of, or midline (i.e., unbiased), cardiac
jogging [40]. Thus, whilst we are beginning to understand the molecular signals that act
downstream of Nodal in the zebrafish cardiac cone, there remains much to be elucidated.
It seems likely that Nodal and downstream signals will converge on the control of cytoskeletal
and ECM dynamics to promote asymmetric CPC migration which, ultimately, results in a
lateralized heart tube. Additional transforming growth factor-b signals, including those of the
BMP family, are also required for cardiac jogging, though their roles have been more contro-
versial [37,39,40].

Cardiac looping is a highly conserved event in which a primitive heart tube bends in an L–R
asymmetric fashion to form a coiled heart in which the various developing structures are
brought into their approximate final configuration. The initial bend in the straight tube occurs
toward the ventral side and a helical twist results in a kinked tube with the convex surface
pointing toward the right. This is the first asymmetric event in looping, and is named the ‘dextral
(D) loop’. The execution of properly lateralized heart looping depends on the coordination of
asymmetric gene expression/pathway activity and mechanical forces, potentially both intrinsic
and extrinsic to the heart.

In zebrafish, loss of spaw does not prevent the morphogenetic process of cardiac looping but it
does result in L–R-reversed looping in approximately 25% of embryos [36]. However, the
majority still loop correctly, while hearts cultured ex vivo, beyond the influence of asymmetric
LPM Spaw, still loop dextrally most times [41]. Mechanistically, looping requires the action of
actin and myosin; Spaw signals can drive asymmetric actin1b expression. Overall, this sup-
ports a model in which heart looping is governed by a heart-intrinsic mechanism that never-
theless can be influenced, in part, by Nodal signals from outside the heart, which perhaps serve
to increase robustness [41]. Interestingly, Pitx2 is not required for heart looping in zebrafish or
mouse, revealing that NODAL works independently of PITX2 in this aspect of asymmetric
morphogenesis.

Physical simulations of chick heart looping have revealed the plausibility of a ‘growth-induced
buckling model’. Placing a silicone rod under various compressive loads within a confined
space, which models cardiac growth within the pericardial cavity, can generate the same
changes of form as occurs in the looping embryonic heart [42]. Providing themodel with no L–R
bias results in a 50:50 split between D and levo (L) loops, whereas inputting only very subtle L–R
asymmetric displacements of the caudal end (as occurs in embryos) results in consistently
lateralized loops [42]. Thus, differential growth of the linear cardiac tube and the pericardial
cavity resulting in compressive loads being placed on the heart can drive a buckling process
that results in morphological changes in the tube that closely mimic looping. This potential
mechanism awaits experimental validation but has clear parallels to intestinal coiling discussed
earlier.

The heart is required to generate blood flow well before it has developed into its final intricate
form.While contraction and blood flow forces are not required for cardiac looping, fluid flows do
play a role in another aspect of asymmetric heart development, the development of the
branchial arch arteries (BAAs). Mammalian embryos exhibit five BAAs, important structures
through which blood flows out of the heart during development. Initially, the BAA system
develops in an L–R symmetrical fashion. However, over the course of 24 h in the mouse, from
E10.5 to E11.5, or approximately 5 days in human embryos, the BAA system undergoes
extensive L–R asymmetrical remodeling. The fourth and sixth arteries on the left form the aortic
artery and pulmonary trunk, whereas the equivalent structures on the right side regress. In Pitx2
mutants, the right sixth arch artery persists (rather than regressing), implicating the Nodal–Pitx2
pathway in these L–R asymmetries [43]. However, PITX2 is not itself present in asymmetrically
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remodeled arteries, leaving open the question of how PITX2 exerts its influence on the
asymmetric persistence/regression of BAAs. In part, the answer appears to be that PITX2
governs morphogenesis in the second heart field, where it is present in the left myocardial layer
of the outflow tract (OFT) [44]. Normally, the OFT spirals around 180! and then, slightly later,
undergoes a 90! back-turn driven by rotation of the arterial pole, which positions the entrance
of the right sixth BAA adjacent to the aorta. These movements render the right sixth BAA
narrower and longer than the equivalent structure on the left and do not occur properly in Pitx2
mutants. This lengthening and narrowing results in decreased blood flow through the right sixth
BAA and was associated with decreased growth factor signaling of the platelet-derived growth
factor and vascular endothelial growth factor family. Experimental inhibition of these factors
results in regression of both the left and right sixth BAAs [43]. Together, these results suggest a
model in which PITX2 drives chiral rotations of the OFT that result in an L–R asymmetric
distribution of blood flow; decreased circulation on the right causes decreased growth factor
signaling and, as a result, the regression of the right sixth BAA. By contrast, on the left side,
higher levels of blood flow promote higher platelet-derived growth factor and vascular endo-
thelial growth factor signaling, and therefore result in the persistence of the left sixth BAA. The
use of asymmetries in the dynamics of blood flow (hemodynamics) driven by upstream L–R
asymmetries in PITX2 represents a fascinating method of converting L–R genetic asymmetries
into morphological asymmetries.

The Brain
The brains of many animals are asymmetrically organized. In humans, structural and functional
asymmetries exist between the hemispheres, while a small number of genes are known to be
asymmetrically expressed [45]. Brain asymmetry in many animals is linked to Nodal signals, but
mechanisms of howNodal drives brain asymmetries are not well understood [46]. Currently, the
majority of progress in our understanding of the origins of brain asymmetry comes from the
zebrafish model [46,47], in which reversing the side of Nodal activity by and large reverses
morphological brain asymmetries as well as some lateralized behaviors [48].

In thezebrafishbrain, asymmetriesaremostpronounced in theepithalamus,whichconsistsof the
left and right habenulae (Hb) and the pineal complex, itself composed of the midline-located
epiphysis and the left-sided parapineal organ (PpO; Figure 2E). The PpO attains its left-sided
position bymigrating from amidline position during development toward the left Hb [49,50]. This
process involves signaling by both Nodal, expressed in the left side of the epithalamus, and FGF,
expressed symmetrically in the Hb. In fgf8mutants, the PpO fails tomigrate, instead remaining at
the midline [51]. Conditions with symmetric Nodal (absent or bilaterally expressed) result in
randomized PpO migration to the left or right, while an ectopic source of FGF can direct PpO
migration, but only when Nodal is absent [51,52]. These findings have been synthesized into a
model in which the PpO is unstable at the midline owing to the bilateral sources of FGF. Under
theseconditions, asymmetricNodal somehowbiasesFGFactivity, allowing thePpO tomigrate to
the left [51]. One possibility is that Nodal increases the competence of left-sided PpO cells to
respond to the FGF signal [53], but this has yet to be proven. When the influence of asymmetric
Nodal is absent, small andstochasticdeviations inFGFasymmetry canbreak theunstablemidline
position of the PpO, causing it to migrate left or right in a random fashion (Figure 2E).

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
The central goal of developmental biology is to understand the principles by which form,
structure, and pattern emerge during embryogenesis. This requires both a molecular under-
standing of the signals and interactions that exist between and within cells as well as an
appreciation of the role of physical processes such as fluid flow and mechanical deformation; it
is the interplay of these facets that sculpt the forming embryo [54,55]. The field of L–R
patterning aims to understand how L–R symmetries are first broken in the embryo, how

Outstanding Questions
What signaling pathways act down-
stream of the Nodal–Pitx2 pathway
to drive asymmetric changes in cell
morphology, adhesion, and migratory
behavior in different contexts?

How is organ shape dictated by the
physical properties of surrounding
cells and extracellular matrix?

How is the movement of entire tissues
coordinated by signaling between dif-
ferent layers and by intrinsic and extrin-
sic forces acting on the migrating
cells?

What are the evolutionary pressures
that drive asymmetries in organ place-
ment and patterning?
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lateralized signaling pathways are initiated and maintained, and to discover the molecular and
cell biological principles of how organs and other structures become asymmetric in pattern and
position. As the discussions in this review attest, these aims are beginning to be accomplished.
However, there remains much to be learned about each of these phases of L–R patterning (see
Outstanding Questions). One emerging theme is that the role of mechanical forces is critical in
many aspects of L–R patterning, ranging from the asymmetric cilia-driven fluid flows that break
symmetry within LROs to the deformations of entire tissues by growth and migratory pro-
cesses. Tissue-scale buckling events may underlie looping morphogenesis – the bending and
coiling of initially straight tubes – across distinct organs and species. Moreover, directed
migrations that drive asymmetries can occur within the organ itself (e.g., CPC migration
underlies asymmetric cardiac jogging in zebrafish) or neighboring tissue migrations/deforma-
tions can push or pull nearby or physically connected tubular structures to drive their asym-
metry (e.g., mesodermal tissue interacting with the developing gut). These examples make
clear the importance of a holistic view of developmental processes – in which understanding
can only be achieved when many of the seemingly distinct working parts are considered
together – to complement molecular- and cellular-level reductionist understanding.

Overall, a detailed appreciation of how L–R asymmetries originate and how they drive organ
asymmetries will not only provide many new insights into developmental biology but also into
human conditions such as heterotaxy. In the future, the mechanisms underlying asymmetry will
need to be understood if we are to achieve the goal of using stem cells to generate or
regenerate functional organs. Other related phenomena, such as the causes of the unexplained
laterality of some cancers [56], are highly intriguing and await future investigation.
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